Press Release for Immediate Publication:

Trujet introduces new flights
Hyderabad, Nov 30, 2015:

Trujet, the only airline based out of Hyderabad, today announced expansion of its network by introducing new flights to
Goa and additional flights to Chennai. Just in time for tourism season, Trujet announced Hyderabad-Goa-Hyderabad
flights starting wef Dec 06. Timings have been scheduled keeping tourists’ convenience in mind as it optimizes their
hotel stay considering the hotel check-in timings - Trujet’s Hyderabad-Goa flight will be the first flight of the sector to
land in Goa at 1235 hrs. Also from Dec 06, Trujet is adding another Hyderabad-Chennai-Hyderabad flight in the evening
which will complement its existing morning flight and provide convenient day return option to the corporate and
business travelers.
Mr. Vankayalapati Umesh, Managing Director, Turbo Megha Airways Pvt. Ltd, said “We are happy to announce

these new flights which will offer our esteemed passengers more options and convenience. With Hyderabad-Goa we
are expanding our tourism network footprint, and with additional Hyderabad-Chennai flight we are adding great
schedule for business travelers’ convenience. We welcome passengers to avail of great fares and experience unique
service that Trujet offers. “
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Mr Umesh further added, “We are growing our fleet as 3rd and 4th aircraft are expected to join the fleet in next two
months. We are temporarily withdrawing Hyderabad-Vijayawada flight as we re-evaluate network. After the
Hyderabad airport UDF and PSF charges increase earlier this month, short sectors have become challenging to operate.
Nevertheless, we’d reevaluate the decision with growth in our fleet over next few months.”
Bookings for flights are open and can be booked by logging onto www.trujet.com or calling at Trujet call centre +91-404090 4090.
About Trujet:
Trujet is a regional air carrier promoted by Turbo Megha Airways Pvt. Ltd. and is headquartered in Hyderabad. Trujet
schedule offers convenient connections between important business and religious destinations. Trujet currently operates
to 7 stations including Aurangabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Rajahmundry, Tirupati, and Goa. Trujet is the only airline to
operate on Hyderabad-Aurangabad route, Aurangabad being the gateway to popular temple city Shirdi. With
complimentary services like free meals on-board, free two-way AC bus between Aurangabad airport and Shirdi, Trujet
offers excellent and unparalleled value for money.
Trujet tickets could be booked at www.trujet.com or through Call Centre +91 40 4090 4090 or make a booking on online
portals or registered travel agents.
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